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ABSTRACT
Secure multi-party computation (SMC) is an emerging topic which
has been drawing growing attention during recent decades. There
are many examples which show importance of SMC constructions
in practice, such as privacy-preserving decision making and ma-
chine learning, auctions, private set intersection, and others. In this
tutorial, we provide a comprehensive coverage of SMC techniques,
starting from precise definitions and fundamental techniques. Con-
sequently, a significant portion of the tutorial focuses on recent
advances in general SMC constructions. We cover garbled circuit
evaluation (GCE) and linear secret sharing (LSS) which are com-
monly used for secure two-party and multi-party computation,
respectively. The coverage includes both standard adversarial mod-
els: semi-honest and malicious.

For GCE, we start with the original Yao’s garbled circuits con-
struction [30] for semi-honest adversaries and consequently cover
its recent optimizations such as the “free XOR,” the garbled row
reduction, the half-gates optimization, and the use of AES NI tech-
niques. We follow with a discussion of techniques for making GCE
resilient to malicious behavior, which includes the cut-and-choose
approach and additional techniques to deter known attacks in the
presence of malicious participants. In addition, we include the-state-
of-the-art protocols for oblivious transfer (OT) and OT extension
in the presence of semi-honest and malicious users.

For LSS, we start from standard solutions for the semi-honest ad-
versarial model including [5, 28] and consequently move to recent
efficient constructions for semi-honest and malicious adversarial
models. The coverage includes different types of corruption thresh-
olds (with and without honest majority), which imply different
guarantees with respect to abort.
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1 SECURE MULTI-PARTY COMPUTATION
Secure multi-party computation (SMC) is a mature research area
of computer science that has been active for decades. It also goes
under the names of privacy-preserving computation and secure
function evaluation (SFE). There are many common applications
that benefit from this concept and demonstrate importance of SMC
protocols in practice. Examples include privacy-preserving decision
making on distributed medical or financial data, privacy-preserving
machine learning, auctions, online poker, private set intersection
of sets belonging to different organizations, and many others.

SMC allows a number of participants to securely evaluate a
function on their private inputs in such a way that no information
other than an agreed upon output is available to the participants.
Existing solutions can be divided into two main categories based
on the number of participants they support: 1) secure two-party
computation and 2) secure multi-party computation. In the former
setting, each of the two parties provides private input, both jointly
evaluate the function, and one or both parties learn the output.
In the latter setting, the secure computation is carried out by a
number of computational parties. The input can come from any
number of participants, the output can be delivered to a desired set
of participants, and the setting supports the ability to outsource the
computation by one or multiple input owners to external parties
who securely carry out the computations without learning private
data. Security is maintained as long as the number of non-corrupt
computational parties is above a certain predetermined threshold.

Different cryptographic techniques can be used to realize SMC.
Three common underlying techniques for SMC protocols are 1) ho-
momorphic encryption, 2) garbled circuit evaluations, and 3) linear
secret sharing. In this tutorial, we focus on garbled circuit evalu-
ations and secret sharing commonly used for the two-party and
multi-party settings, respectively, which do no rely on public-key
cryptography.

An SMC protocol is expected to be shown secure against a for-
mal security definition specifying the adversarial model. The two
most fundamental and now standard security models correspond to
modeling the computation participants as semi-honest (also called
honest-but-curious or passive) or malicious (also called active). A
semi-honest participant is trusted to follow the prescribed com-
putation, but might save and analyze intermediate results in the
attempt to learn unauthorized information, while a malicious par-
ticipant can arbitrarily deviate from the protocol specification in
the attempt to breach security.

During recent years, SMC techniques have experienced dramatic
advances in their performance, which applies to both garbled circuit
evaluation and computation based on secret sharing in the semi-
honest and malicious adversarial models. For that reason, we find
it important to include recent advances in the tutorial. At high
level, we start by giving the problem definition and describing the
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security models. For each type of the technique, we then continue
with the fundamental techniques and follow with recent advances
and optimizations in both adversarial models. In the following, we
briefly describe the two types of the techniques and their recent
advances that we intend to cover.

1.1 Garbled Circuit Evaluation
Garbled circuit evaluation (GCE) allows two parties, P1 and P2, to
securely evaluate a Boolean circuit of their choice. That is, given
an arbitrary function f (x1,x2) that depends on private inputs x1
and x2 of P1 and P2, respectively, the parties first represent it as a
Boolean circuit. One party, say P1, acts as a circuit generator and
creates a garbled representation of the circuit by associating each of
the two values of each binary wire with a random label. The other
party, say P2, acts as a circuit evaluator and evaluates the circuit
in its garbled representation without knowing the meaning of the
labels that it handles during the evaluation. The output labels can
be mapped to their meaning and revealed to either or both parties.

An important component of GCE is a 1-out-of-2 Oblivious Trans-
fer (OT). It allows the circuit evaluator to obtain wire labels corre-
sponding to its private inputs. In particular, in OT the sender (who
is the circuit generator in our case) possesses two strings s0 and s1
and the receiver (the circuit evaluator) has a bit σ . OT allows the
receiver to obtain string sσ , while the sender learns nothing. When
the number of inputs is large, an important optimization is the use
of an oblivious transfer extension which allows any number of OTs
to be realized using a constant number of regular OT protocols
with small additional overhead per input bit. The literature con-
tains many realizations of OT and its extensions (e.g., [2, 16, 26] and
others), but in this tutorial we primarily focus on recent efficient
constructions [2, 3, 26].

We start coverage of GCE with the original Yao construction [30]
for semi-honest users which has conceptual simplicity and grad-
ually bring it closer to the form used today. We plan to discuss
modern performance improvement including 1) the free XOR tech-
nique [20], which allows XOR gates to be evaluated very cheaply;
2) the garbled row reduction technique [27], which reduces the size
of garbled gates; 3) the half-gates optimization [32], which further
reduces the size of garbled gates; and 4) performing garbling in a
way to permit the use of hardware AES instructions [4], greatly
improving the speed of garbling and evaluation.

After the advent of the original GCE [30], several solutions for
making it resilient to malicious behavior have been developed
[13, 14, 22, 23, 29]. In this tutorial, we cover the cut-and-choose tech-
nique [22, 23, 29], as a popular approach to making SFE based on
GCE resilient to malicious behavior. However, the cut-and-choose
technique alone does not provide full security in the presence of ma-
licious participants, and additional attacks can be mounted. The at-
tacks include 1) providing inconsistent inputs into multiple circuits
by the garbler or evaluator [21, 23, 33], 2) performing a selective
failure attack [19, 23, 25], and 3) performing an output authenticity
attack [18, 21, 23, 29]. In this tutorial, we cover these attacks and
their defenses.

1.2 Secret Sharing
Secret sharing allows private values to be split into random shares,
which are distributed among a number of parties, and perform com-
putation directly on secret-shared values without computationally-
expensive cryptographic operations. In an (n, t)-secret sharing
scheme [5, 28], any private value is secret-shared among n par-
ties such that any t + 1 (or more) shares can be used to reconstruct
the secret, while t or fewer share holders cannot learn any informa-
tion about the shared value, i.e., it is protected in the information-
theoretic sense. In a linear secret sharing (LSS) scheme (e.g., [28]),
a linear combination of secret-shared values can be performed by
each party on its shares locally, without any interaction, but multi-
plication of secret-shared values requires communication between
all of them. Based on the relationship between n and t , secret shar-
ing based approaches can be divided into two categories: 1) those
with honest majority and 2) those without. Based on the underlying
construction and adversarial model, different thresholds t can be
defined for the number of corrupt computational parties in the
categories with honest majority and without honest majority. For
example, for constructions with honest majority, it is common to
have t < n/2 in the semi-honest model and t < n/3 in the malicious
model.

Security of SMC protocols based on secret sharing for semi-
honest parties can be extended to the malicious security model. In
that case, to show security of a protocol in the presence of malicious
adversaries, we need to generally ensure that all participants follow
the steps of the computation. Traditionally this have been achieved
via each party proving that each step of their computation was per-
formed correctly using verifiable secret sharing, while more recent
constructions may deviate from this mechanism. Additional proofs
associated with this setting include proofs that shares of a private
value were distributed correctly among the participants (when the
dealer is dishonest) and proofs of proper reconstruction of a value
from its shares (when not already implied by other techniques).
A significant difference between constructions with and without
honest majority is with respect to computation completion. In the
honest majority setting, if at most t dishonest participants quit,
others are able to reconstruct their shares and proceed with the rest
of the computation, while in the setting without honest majority
deviation from the computation by corrupt parties leads to aborting
the computation. A large number of publications provide construc-
tions based on LSS secure in the malicious model (e.g., [1, 8, 12]
and many others).

For the secret sharing part of this tutorial, we plan to cover a
number of standard and more recent secret sharing solutions in the
presence of semi-honest and malicious participants. We first intro-
duce standard secret sharing constructions for the semi-honest ad-
versarial model [5, 28]. We then proceed with general and efficient
protocols proposed in [10] which work for both semi-honest and
malicious models with honest majority. Consequently, we discuss
SPDZ [11], which is a recent construction secure in the presence of
malicious users with up to n − 1 corrupt parties (i.e., no honest ma-
jority), and its further improvements such as [9, 17]. The solution
has a very efficient online phase for a construction secure in the ma-
licious model and a pre-processing phase based on homomorphic
encryption.



We conclude the tutorial by discussing a number of compilers
for secure two- and multi-party computation that use GCE and LSS
such as CBMC-GC [15], the compiler in [21], ObliVM [24], Obliv-
C [31], Sharemind [6], VIFF [7], PICCO [34], and SPDZ’s followup.
We also comment on them in terms of the supported setting and
adversarial model, efficiency, and functionality.
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